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SPIRIT Advocacy /HUG  – record of activities – August to December 2015 

 

Introduction/background 

This exceptionally busy last quarter was undertaken largely to plan, despite uncomfortable 

circumstances for the organisation, with two members of staff on long-medium term sick leave and 

two on short-term leave. In addition, our founder member and SPIRIT manager Graham Morgan 

moved on to a new post with the Mental Welfare Commission in November – and our young 

people’s (SPEAK) development worker Emma Thomas took up a post with Highland Children’s 

Forum, also in November. HUG will retain some of Graham’s talents by employing him as a special 

adviser and representative on a two-day per month basis. 

We adapted, in part, by appointing our Live Life Well (LLW) development worker Ken Porter to an 

‘interim manager’ position (full-time) in late October and, in early December, we appointed a part-

time replacement for the LLW post. Plans are in the pipeline to appoint a permanent manager and 

development worker posts, as well as some admin support early in 2016. 

However, this recent period has also required much seat-of-the-pants flexibility on the part of our 

board and staff. SPIRIT’s Annual General Meeting, and associated publishing of accounts, took place 

much later than usual – in mid-November. And we temporarily relaxed our ways of working, sharing 

and overlapping some, usually distinct, project workloads. Notably, we did not postpone or cancel 

any existing commitments for the period – illustrating the resilience of taking this approach. Our two 

part-time young people’s workers, Becky and Stacey, continued to keep the SPEAK ball rolling, 

Teresa, our volunteer development worker lent management support to Ken who, in turn, managed 

general HUG work as well as undertaking LLW commitments. 

Broad summary of HUG work undertaken, August to December 2015 

We held six fortnightly ‘Think-ins’ with our members. Subjects discussed included: 

 Employment and mental health – and independence vis-à-vis dependency. (These were also 

discussed at our HUG branch meetings across Highland – involving more than 150 people.); 

 We were consulted by an Edinburgh University Masters student on the subject of Diet and 

Nutrition in a mental health context; 

 Later, at the same meeting, we were also consulted by a representative of the Mental 

Welfare Commission on ‘Transition from adult to older adult care’; 

 With Dr Jenny Wares, we helped NHS Highland design and build an important consultation 

questionnaire – to gauge people’s mental health needs relative to the actual services 

People First Highland 
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provided for them. We also helped promote the survey which has been running throughout 

November and December; 

 We recently held a two-part session, one on Peer Support and the value of Peer Research – 

delivered by a HUG member who has been working in this field, and the second, on Self-

Management techniques and Active Listening – delivered by LGOWIT, third-sector self-

management for people with long-term health conditions. 

Creative Expression 

A highlight of the year for us was our playing a role in creating the ‘Transitions’ exhibition with 

Inverness Museum and Art Gallery and Moniack Mhor writing centre – where we celebrated the 

lives of the Highlands’, often marginalised, travelling community, or ‘tinkers’. Some eight to ten 

thousand visitors to the museum saw our artistic expressions and heard our creative voice over the 

summer months. And we took the exhibition, too, to Eden Court Theatre for the Scottish Mental 

Health Arts and Film Festival in October – and, after, to the Highland Council’s chamber in Inverness. 

Also at the film festival, five of our members read their written expressions to more than a hundred 

people at the festival’s launch in Inverness Town House. Four of our members sat on post-screening 

discussion panels at three of the festival’s films. 

Two afternoon creative writing sessions, with three or four HUG members took place in this period. 

Not strictly ‘creative’ but…  twelve of our members took part in SeeMe’s promotional ‘Walk a Mile’ 

event in Inverness – to promote an anti-stigma message. And five of our members, along with 

service-users from other mental health organisations and some New Craigs patients, regularly take 

part in weekly nature walks run by the Scottish Waterways Trust. 

Connecting with the wider Highland area  

Six HUG branch meetings (the balance of 8) were held during this period – at Caithness, Lochaber, 

Ullapool, Portree, Nairn - and in Oban, where we held a meeting jointly with ACUMEN, our Argyll 

and Clyde equivalent. More than eighty people attended.  

We attended the Lochaber Implementation Group (LIG), chaired by one of our members, on two 

occasions – engaging with more than thirty health professionals, local politicians and others. 

HUG and SPEAK took part in two meetings with Highlife Highland in Ullapool – to plan an 

intergenerational healthy-living event for Spring 2016. 

HUG and SPEAK worked with students at Alness Academy who wanted to learn more about mental 

health issues. The school went on to support us through the Youth Philanthropy Initiative (YPI). Plans 

are underway to work with Dingwall Academy and North Highland College on awareness-raising. 

Migrants Matter – peer research project  

We’re currently working with the anti-stigma organisation SeeMe – and with other partners like 

Birchwood Highland, UHI, Connecting Carers, the Highland Council and Samaritans – on a peer 

research project, Migrants Matter, to measure the sense of mental and emotional wellbeing among 

the area’s migrant population. 
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In September, eight our members worked with Kate Stephen of UHI to design an online survey 

questionnaire which we promoted through our Facebook page; five members were trained in peer 

research techniques and, at date, three small focus groups – with migrants – have been held, two in 

Inverness and one on Skye, with our members doing the interviewing. A series of one-to-one 

interviews were also conducted. These interviews will continue until end February 2016 and, in May 

2016, we will publish the results of this research at an academic conference in Inverness. 

Volunteer development  

Our volunteer development worker reviewed, in detail, all our volunteering-related policies and 

procedures, with view to more formalising our use of volunteers. She now has a regular Tuesday 

session in place, where three or four volunteer members undertake specific tasks such as simple 

admin. The volunteers are creating a small admin suite and work-room in our under-used library 

area.  

Training and skills development has been at the forefront of this development work and, already six 

relevant training sessions have been attended by members. These include various specialist First Aid 

courses, attendance at a suicide awareness talk, and six members benefitted from gaining ‘Dementia 

Friends’ awards with Alzheimer Scotland. Four of our members also took part in helping train a 

group of Volunteer Managers from other organisations at Cameron Youth Centre in September. 

We have long recognised our need to become more proactive and resilient in our branch areas 

across Highland and, to that end, we intend ‘upping’ our use of self-management skills to develop 

our volunteer network to help with this. We are currently in the process of applying for some Health 

and Social Care Alliance Scotland funding – to help us achieve this. 

Live Life Well as you grow older 

Short article written for the September issue of the Connecting Carers newsletter (article draft 

attached to this paper) – based on conversations with a number of Highland-wide gatherings of our 

members, where we raised the subject of ‘The support we get from carers and family – and the need 

for more of a carers’ voice’. 

We completed the last in a series of ‘Wee Blether’ conversations at Kintyre Care Home, Invergordon. 

This regular group of twelve to fifteen care home residents are all at various stages of dementia or 

have other physical or neuro-degenerative illnesses. Over two years, we have built strong 

relationships with them and, through holding ‘thoughts and feelings’ conversations with them, hope 

to learn more about their experiences, especially in relationship to their wellbeing. We have involved 

at least one younger member at each meeting in this last round. (See appended poster artwork). 

With a new LLW worker in place from early January, we hope to continue with this group and roll 

out its format, on a small scale, to one or two other Highland care homes in the first quarter of 2016. 

In September, we attended the ‘Full of Life’ older people’s fair at Nairn’s community centre, 

engaging with some 80+ older visitors. We took our two younger SPEAK workers too, to help out. 

As a result of a chance meeting at the Full of Life Fair in Nairn, we were invited to talk about mental 

wellbeing and stress management with an eleven-strong local Parkinson’s support group in October. 
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Also in October, in conjunction with Age Scotland, we had a tradestand presence at the 

‘Dying2Know’ event in Aviemore – which focused on discussing death-related subjects which people 

seldom talked about – Power of Attorney, natural burials, grieving etc. We ran a workshop on 

‘happiness and laughter’. The event was attended by more than 100 local people and HUG was 

interviewed for Spey Radio. 

With seven other advocacy organisations from across Scotland, we participated in some Life Changes 

Trust research into Advocacy and Dementia in September.  Looking at each other’s successes and 

challenges, our day-long discussion was recorded by Charlotte Lee and Karen Irvine, former SIAA 

advocates. The record of our conversation will be used, alongside other conversations in Angus and 

the Western Isles, to inform Advocacy policy in this relatively unexplored sphere. The issue of lack of 

knowledge/skills in non-instructed advocacy came to the fore. 

Our annual report to Comic Relief, prime funders of LLW was submitted in November. 

Other general HUG activities 

Over this period, we have led three awareness sessions for x16 MHO students at Robert Gordon’s 

University in Aberdeen – the first themed around ‘sectioning’ in early September. In November, we 

helped train actors at Eden Court Theatre, to play the roles of someone in crisis, and family members 

to help the same students undertake realistic crisis scenarios back in Aberdeen. We returned again, 

to deliver a session centred around the concept of ‘recovery’, and what that meant us. Six HUG 

members contributed to these sessions. 

Two members contributed to awareness training with Police cadets at their Tulliallan centre and two 

attended and contributed to the New Craigs in-patient Forum in late November. 

We had a presence at two Community Advisory Group meetings at Raigmore’s Police HQ and 

maintained contact with the Merkinch area’s community policewoman. 

Three members joined us in Banff at the end of November, when North Aberdeenshire CMHTs asked 

us to join them for almost a full day to talk about HUG and to workshop ideas for setting up 

something similar in Aberdeen and its Shire – where no similar organisation exists. We had already 

been aware of a recent increase in numbers of service users from Moray and Aberdeenshire 

contacting us asking for our help and support. 

Graham gave a speech at the Scottish Parliament’s ‘Our Natural Health Service’ event in November, 

where nature and heritage organisations got together to promote physical and mental benefits of 

outdoor activities. We were able to cite the example of our regular nature walks programme with 

the Scottish Waterways Trust. 

In early December, we took part, with Birchwood Highland, in a SeeMe project evaluation and Peer 

Research presentation in Stirling – and, earlier this week, we took part in two modules (Dementia 

and Mental Health) of a four-module Mental Welfare Commission consultation on ‘Supported 

Decision-making’ held in Glasgow 
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Plans are in place for a full review of our SPEAK young people’s work – at a conference early in 2016. 

This will look at what has been learned to date and help pave the way for SPEAK going forward. 

 

Appendix 1:  

Article for Connecting Carers bulletin.  From Ken Porter, HUG Action for Mental Health.  27 08 2015. 

Caring – who cares? 

Some of you may already have heard of HUG – the Highland charity which describes its work as 

‘collective advocacy’ for people with lived experience of mental and emotional ill health. We’re a 

member-led organisation, and we meet regularly across the area to discuss big issues which are 

important to us and affect us most. 

Recently, over a number of Highland-wide gatherings of our members, we raised the subject of ‘The 

support we get from carers and family – and the need for more of a carers’ voice’.  

All of this was prompted by our members’ frequent comments about the support or otherwise that 

they get from those closest to them, but also through our involvement in Commitment 5 of the 

Mental Health Strategy that looks at our carers’ needs. We spoke to 110+ people – and got some 

fascinating, sometimes surprising, feedback – just some of it summarised in the bullet-points below.  

 Most people, whatever their background, cannot live totally alone and need company in 
their lives in order to have any sense of emotional and mental wellbeing; 

 Our carers can be the first people who pick up on times when we are struggling, and can be 
the people who ensure that we get support when we are unwilling to get it or unaware that 
we need it ourselves; 

 Our carers can be the people who provide everyday support that enables us to live in the 
community; 

 Our carers can also be our peers. Many of us get most support, care and understanding from 
other people who have been in similar situations or from places where we mix with people 
with common experiences; 

 However, our carers can also be those people who cause us pain, either through conscious 
abuse or because they do not understand the perspective that we are coming from. 

 Some of us rely on parents who are now elderly and who we and others worry about when 
thinking of the pressure they are under when helping us; 

 For those of us that are alone or isolated, or far from friends, there can be a huge sense of 
loneliness, we are also sometimes likely to avoid those people who may help us when we 
are struggling; 

 Some of us find that even the support we get from friends and family by phone or the 
internet can be very helpful; 

 The support we get may vary with the place in which we live; 

 Sometimes those people providing support to us do not know what support to provide or 
how to provide it; 

 Some of us also feel that there are more isolated men with less support and friendships than 
women tend to have; 

 Some of us also feel that, due to cuts in services, we now have to rely increasingly on our 
friends and relatives for support as there is no other support available; 
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 We felt that our carers suffered extreme stress when witnessing our illness and that often 
they had no one to turn to or felt too guilty to ask for help; 

 We felt that often our carers did not comprehend what we were going through and that this 
also caused more anxiety and unhappiness; 

 Some of our carers have become very used to our illness and, in some ways, have taken on a 
very defined caring role, and have had to protect themselves from the pain we go through; 

 Some of our carers have to put much of their life on hold in order to care for us; they need 
to work out when to visit, when to call and when to intervene to help us. They need to plan 
time to go out of the house and so on; 

 For some of us, the impact of our illness can cause the complete breakdown of relationships; 
it can often cause some bitterness at how life has turned out; 

 Our carers can also be very sensitive to how we are in our daily lives which can lead to long- 
term tension for them; 

 For some of us, the support and impact on each other is mutually beneficial; 

 When we are ill our carers can feel left out of decisions that are being made about our 
welfare and care – and which can cause difficulties for them too. 

 

All very pertinent points – and these are just a few of the issues covered in our conversations. 

 

Perhaps, ‘out there’, there are some carers of people with living with mental ill health who’d like to 

join-in some of our conversations. We’d love to hear from you. We’ve a lot to learn from each other. 
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